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Vine and branches
The Parable of Frog’s Leap
Let me offer you a short parable from Northern California. When I was studying at CDSP in
Berkeley I greatly enjoyed spending a weekend I wasn’t working, at the Napa Valley ranch
which belonged to the aunt of my friend Cindy. Children loved the place because it has a
large ranch house and horses, many, many acres of ground and a lake with it’s own lake
house to explore. Adults loved it because it was an exquisitely beautiful property, occupied
by delightful and generous hosts, and surrounded on all sides by wonderful wine. Neighbouring vineyards, keen to make friends with the family, perhaps in the vain hope of acquiring land, send samples up to the ranch. I was happy to help, along with other guests, with
the arduous task of tasting some of the best wine in the world from Stag’s Leap and a host of
other vineyards. Visiting local wineries (as the Americans call them) was another chore
which I could be persuaded to undertake without too much persuasion.
My first visit to the picturesquely-named Frog’s Leap vineyard was a surprising experience. I
had already tasted their extraordinarily good Zinfandel up at the ranch. The surprise lay in
walking amongst the vines. The bushes seemed squat, inauspicious and old. The branches
appeared rather gnarled and ugly. The fruit was shrivelled and quite unpromising in appearance - a million miles from the beautifully-manicured grapes of an upmarket English supermarket. I wondered if things were going badly wrong in Napa Valley that year but kept my
thoughts to myself at that moment.
I later learned that it really didn’t matter what the branches of the vine looked like. Nor indeed was it a concern that the grapes were shrunken, sun-drenched raisins. Appearances
were deceptive. Indeed the sun-ravaged aspect was a sign of promise. These were the very
vines and very grapes which produced that exceptional Zinfandel. What mattered was firstly
that the branches were rooted together in the vine; and secondly that the fruit, all together,
was expertly handled by the winemaker.
When the Jesus of John’s Gospel says ‘I am the vine, you are the branches’ it is a story of

making the wine of the kingdom, the wine of God’s reign of love, peace and justice. If we
place ourselves, alongside the disciples in John’s Gospel, then the message of Jesus to us,
as to them, is that he is the vine and we are the branches. What matters is that we are
rooted in him in order to bear the fruit that produces the wine of the kingdom. It follows
that, if we place ourselves in the metaphor as branches, that our thoughts about our fellow
branches are of no relevance. It matters not that we judge them, on looks alone, as being
funny-looking disciples, or not quite the right sort of branches. It matters not that we think
that we are better looking branches, or, for that matter, that we suffer from poor selfesteem as branches. What matters is that together we remain rooted in the vine, and that
together, we bear good fruit which, in the hands of the winemaker, results in the wine of
the kingdom. It is not for us to judge. Nor is it for us to branch out and attempt, fruitlessly,
to live apart from the vine or separate from our fellow branches. We are all branches together. I repeat: it is not for us to judge other branches or indeed ourselves. In an age
when appearances seem to matter so much, when judgement may be on our lips at any
moment, when we are encouraged through social media, to make snap judgements based
on appearances alone, this is a hugely counter-cultural message. Appearances do not
matter. To return to the original metaphor, it is simply for us to be rooted in the vine of
God’s love, truth and justice and bear good fruit together. Amen.

There are many opportunities within our parish for volunteers to help. We are presently short
of some church wardens, a treasurer and two secretaries within the parish.
There are also opportunities for people to help with being part of a rota for setting up for services in some of our churches.
If you feel you could help or would like to find out more please contact me on
07590829902.
Revd Stephen Bishop Rector

A Note
From The Secretary

Please follow Covid guidelines
and wear a face covering when
attending one of our services.
Thank you!

BLASTON NEWS
Nini Murray-Philipson and Wilfred Coon were admitted to office as churchwardens for
Blaston St Giles by the archdeacon of Leicester in June, bringing a little more regularity
into church life.
Our July service was memorable, with a splendid attendance, including many welcome
visitors from the rest of the parish. We had music during the service, but must wait another month for singing together, due to Covid precautions. After the service, Roy and
Margaret invited everyone to their delightful garden for refreshments, and a good number enjoyed their kind hospitality. Nini offered some of her gooseberries as a fundraising sale and they were greatly appreciated.
Family on Duty Reminder.

September: The Cashmore family.

Contact the secretary e: secretary@sixsaintscircaholt.org
Alternatively call: 07802 246257
Deadline for copy 5th June 2021

Stockerston was delighted to welcome Sayle, Martyn, Florence and Margot Donativo to the village recently after many months working on their property. It is
wonderful to have another young family amongst us and we wish them much
happiness in their new home.
Thanks are due to Amy Davies for preparing the church for July and Mary Patston for doing the same for August with the help of Ian Duncan and Lukasz
Adamek. Ian and Lukasz have now joined the cleaning rota and will prepare the
church for September - thank you! We are always looking for more support
with preparing St Peter's for services so please get in touch with Mary Patston if
you would like to get involved.
On September 4th, St Peter's Church has been included in a Sculpture Tour arranged by James Miller of Fine Art Consultancy. The group will be visiting Rockingham, Nevill Holt, Stockerston and Stoke Dry churches along with others in the
locality. The church will be open between 11am and 1pm. The group will be in
Stockerston between 12noon - 1245pm.
On September 11th, St Peter's Church is included in the Leicestershire Historic
Churches Trust Ride & Stride and will be open between 10am - 6pm.
The September service is on Sunday September 26th at 9am - all welcome. All
services are proceeding subject to local and national diocesan advice and everyone attending is required to book in with the parish office and wear a face mask.
Thanks to everyone who continues to support us.

In Memory
ERIC HUBBARD
11th March 1931 – 5th May 2021
Farmer, Family man and Friend.

Drayton villagers lost one of their own in May of this year when true gentleman Eric Hubbard passed away at the age of ninety.
Although Eric was born in Braunstone, he came to Drayton in his youth with his parents, the
only child of Grace and Victor Hubbard. He attended Brooksby Agricultural College and
worked at Nevil Holt Estates Farm.
Eric was heavily involved in the Drayton community being on the village hall committee organising Whist Drives, Fetes and parties. He was the founding member of Drayton Young
Farmers and at one of the dances in the village hall he met his future wife to be Joyce. They
married in 1953, firstly living in Bringhurst and then moving back to Drayton where they
raised their three children Paul, Glenys and Barry.
Farming seemed to be in Eric’s blood, though he gained a job at Corby Steel, prospecting for
iron ore on drilling rigs. He still was very involved in farming, keeping sheep, cattle, and
poultry on his small holding. After several years he got permission to build a bungalow on
his land, which had always been his dream. He then went on to work for the Ministry of Agriculture as a calf certifying officer which involved visiting farms in Rutland and Leicestershire. He told many stories of the people he met, the friends he made and the winters and
weather he endured during this time.
Elected as a parish councillor in 1962, and a district councillor from 1973. Eric became
chairman of Harborough District Council twice. He enjoyed being part of the “chain gang”

engaging in civic duties, which included holding a ball to raise funds.
After Joyce died in 2017 Eric was content looking out at the changing scenery of his countryside views, chat to friends and neighbours and take time out to read the paper and try
and find out where the boys had hidden the chocolate biscuits. In July 2020, Eric suffered
a stroke, which due to

ST.ANDREW’S CHURCH – ROTA OF SIDESPEOPLE
SEPTEMBER 2021
Sunday 12th September
The pet service
Sunday 26th September

3.00 p.m.

The Ash family

10.45 a.m.

Margaret Stamp &
Margaret Theakston

If any of these dates are inconvenient, please arrange to swap with someone, or if you have a problem
contact Julia Bowder on 01536 771539.

THE FORGOTTEN GRAVES OF GREAT EASTON
researched by Judith Lloyd
There has been renewed interest shown recently in the little burial ground hidden away
among trees along Caldecott Road (originally called Cowgate) in Great Easton. The graveyard once served an Independent Chapel built on the opposite side of the road in 1797 to
serve non-conformists in the parish, and rebuilt in stone in 1830 at a cost of £300. Having
fallen out of use by 1900, the redundant building was sold to a local farmer in 1919 and demolished soon afterwards (its stones were used in the garden wall of what was formerly
“Greylands”) but the graves – three adults and two infants – remained undisturbed.
Their headstones tell us that here lie the mortal remains of William Cave ‘of Great
Easton’, 1811-1888, his first wife Jane, 1798-1870, and Charles Cave, ‘minister of the Gospel
in this chapel for several years’, who died aged 51 in 1875. Charles Cave was the father of
William Cave’s son-in-law, of whom more anon.
William Cave was born on 18th January 1811 at Caldecott, where several related Cave
families were living, some being shepherds and others graziers. On 3rd December 1836 he
married his first wife, Jane Brown of Caldecott, by licence at St Andrew’s church, Great
Easton, and five years later in 1841 was working as a wheelwright here and sharing the
marital home with Jane’s brother, William Brown. No children are recorded with them on
that year’s census, which was taken on the night of Sunday, 6th June, but only a month or so
later Jane gave birth to a daughter, Sarah Jane. We know that there were other children
from the marriage, as witnessed by the sad little headstones in the burial ground of two
more who failed to survive infancy; but Sarah Jane was to be their only surviving child.
Ten years later the 1851 census recorded the family living “over field farm lodge”
along Cowgate. William Cave had now become a farmer employing two servants, and although it is not known at what date he had become minister of the Independent Chapel, it’s
likely that by this time he was already installed in his ministry. By 1861 his affairs were
prospering. He was now farming 160 acres here on Cowgate and employing five labourers,
three boys and a “farmer’s milk boy”. No house servants – daughter Sarah Jane, now 19,
would be helping her mother domestically.
Jane Cave died at the age of 71 and was buried in the chapel’s little graveyard on the
first day of February 1870. Just seven months later her widower re-married, to an Eleanor
Cave, who must surely have been related to him within some degree of consanguinity since

she had been born at Caldecott around 1818. They were married on 1 September 1870 at
Kennington, which is now in south London but then in Surrey. Eleanor had been living in
the London area since at least 1841, when she was recorded domiciled in the borough of
St Pancras with her brother Benjamin (whom subsequent censuses record born at
Caldecott in 1816). Eleanor was still working at St Pancras in 1861, employed as a housekeeper; but following her marriage to William Cave she returned with him to Great
Easton, and in 1871 they were living on Cowgate with Sarah Jane, who was now aged 29.
Sarah Jane married five years later, leaving her father and step-mother at Cowgate,
and the 1881 census shows William Cave must have sold much of his land because he was
now grazing only thirteen acres. He died on 28th June 1888 and was buried beside his first
wife, Jane, in the chapel graveyard. His widow Eleanor moved back to London, where she
died in 1894.
Sarah Jane’s new husband was a Hallaton butcher John Alfred Cave (these Caves
stuck together!) whom she married at Great Easton in 1876. John Alfred, some nine years
younger than his bride, was the son of Charles Cave. Although Hallaton born, Charles had
started married life as a shepherd over at Skeffington; but by 1881 he had prospered
sufficiently to be farming 184 acres at Medbourne while also assisting as a minister at the
Independent Chapel on Cowgate. Apart from being related by marriage to William Cave,
there was also obviously this strong link with the chapel, because when, as his headstone
tells us, he “put off mortality” on 18th September 1875 Charles was buried here in the
graveyard beside William and Jane and their two infant children.
As a footnote, Sarah Jane and John Alfred Cave had one child, a daughter born in 1882.
By 1911 Sarah Jane was widowed and living on private means at Welford Road, Leicester,
dying there in 1923, aged 81.

Please come and join us at Great Easton Village Hall for the return of our village Harvest
Lunch although not quite as it used to be.
Sunday, October 10th at about 12.15 pm
We sadly don’t feel we can ask people to share each other’s food. We might be being over
-cautious but we feel it would be better to ask everyone to bring their own picnic. We so
want to bring everyone together and feel this is the safest way to do it – hopefully only for
this year. We will offer hot baked potatoes for anyone who wants them but otherwise
please bring your own food which won’t be shared out. Plates, knives and forks, napkins
and glasses will all be provided. There will also be water and soft drinks but please bring
your own wine or any other alcoholic drink of choice.
This lunch will follow the Harvest Festival Service in church which will be at 11.00 am.
We’d love you to come to church but, if not, you’ll be very welcome just to come to the village hall for a get-together which we haven’t had for such a long time. All ages will be very
welcome and there’s no need to tell anyone in advance.
There will be no charge for any of this but we’d be grateful for donations just to pay for the
hire of the village hall.
Any queries, please ring:
Mary Henniker-Major on 01536 770320
or
Julia Bowder on 01536 771539

As we start the new academic year, we are really pleased to welcome lots of new children to
our Pre-school. We’ll be spending the next few weeks getting to know the new children and
settling them into our environment with help from our older children who we enjoyed working with previously.
This term we’ll be starting to look at stories and learning around the theme of harvest and
changing seasons.
Who knows what weather September will bring but we will be prepared with sunhats and
suncream or wellies and warm gloves as need be – and we are sure to spend plenty of time
in the wonderful outdoor space at the Village Hall. It’s amazing how much we find in, and
learn from, this space – from bugs, bees, trees, bark, leaves, grass cuttings, worms, puddles,
helicopters and aeroplanes over head, to diggers working nearby building plots, as well as
our much loved scooters, cars, pop-up kitchen, blackboard and chalks, hoops and footballs.
There really never is a dull moment – for the children or staff!
We are looking forward to the term ahead - we currently have some places available for two,
three and four year olds. Please do contact us through our website
www.medbournepreschool.com

MEDBOURNE CUM HOLT WI
During lockdown we were well supported by many of our members at the zoom
meetings which we held every month, but it will be great to hold our first
meeting in the village hall in August when we have a talk given by The Pumpkin
Man giving an insight into the growing, cooking and carving of pumpkins for
Halloween.
Our Zoom meetings included a talk by a representative from Detection Dogs
which members found most interesting and Peter Ashley who gave a talk on
‘Unmitigated England’. We were also lucky to hold a meeting in the garden of
Jeryl Wheeler-Bennett when a talk was given by Jo Ann Millington about what
seemed to us to be a very scary hobby of Sky Diving. I don’t think many members will be taking it up!
In July we spent a lovely evening with a picnic in the gardens of Alan and ……
Wordie, members of the National Garden Scheme who opened their gardens at
the Old Vicarage, Harringworth.
Our speaker on 8th September is a talk by Julie Ede on the ‘Wonderful Wicked
Wallis’ which I am sure will be most entertaining as we have heard so much
about her relationship with Edward 8th and the abdication. Any new member
who would like to join us will be most welcome, especially anyone from Great
Easton now that their group has closed.

If you belong to a local club or society, or indeed would like to submit an article please do get in touch. Copy must be received no later than the 5th of the
month. Email: secretary@sixsaintscircaholt.org

The Hollow Nature Area summer update.
The Hollow is a bio-diversity hot spot in Medbourne, thanks to its very varied habitats, but
we did not expect to see young beavers and one adult beaver there this spring. The weather
had been quite changeable but fortunately the beavers (scouts) all had raincoats for the
windy and wet conditions. They gave us their knowledge of the birds seen in the area and
this has now formed the start of what we hope will be a very long list of creatures that live
around the Hollow. Next time we hope to learn their knowledge of mammals. They also saw
where the frog spawn was and now the little frogs and toads are emerging from the water.
All of our regular summer visitors arrived and that included the spotted flycatcher and yellow wagtails along the towpath, as well as the various warblers that appeared all over the
village. The swallows, house martins and swifts came back later than usual; however, their
numbers were down on previous years. A cuckoo was heard occasionally in May and June
and whilst it is always a welcome sound in spring, their numbers are falling as well. The tawny owls, although about, have also been less vocal this summer.
Sadly, we have seen less of the kingfisher along the brook since the spring, probably because there are so few fish in the brook and we have hardly seen any bats, but then again
Please note this will be a short service of the
there are not many insects about for them to feed on. How times have changed.

word and will not include Holy Communion.

The highlight of the summer, however, has been the constant presence of a singing male
turtle dove and thanks to Jo Milligan‘s photography skills, it appeared on the front cover of
July’s Six Saints parish magazine. Unfortunately the dove does not seem to have attracted a
mate, which is no surprise as he could be the only turtle dove in Leicestershire this year.
We seem to have had an increase in house sparrows around the village and we have also
had more hedgehogs being seen in gardens but the dry periods have reduced the number of
slugs that they feed on, so some people have been providing supplementary food.
Although not a peak time for maintenance, Bryan has been tidying and trimming at the Hollow this summer. This is partly to maintain access, but unlike the re-wilding project at Ken

Hill Estate, as seen on Spring Watch, where there is little intervention, the area is so small
that it needs to be managed to maintain its varied habitats and consequently its wide
range of creatures.
The team of birdfeeders stood down from May onwards as the food supplies at the Hollow
and in the village and fields became plentiful. Feeding will restart in October or November
and two more helpers are needed to join a two week daily feeding rota throughout winter
and early spring. This usually means that each volunteer will have only two two-week sessions in this period, many hands make light work. Many thanks to the two retiring feeders,
Sue Smith and Keith Sandars who have helped feed the birds for many years.
Telephone Ann Price on 01858 565371 if you are interested in helping.

During recent searches of church records information was revealed regarding the origin
of the painting hanging in the chancel of St Giles Church In 1930 a Mr Fradgley - More of
Kensington London wrote to Medbourne Church Council with an offer of a painting to
hang in the church in memory of his late wife Olive his wife was the daughter of the Rev
Eastburn rector of Medbourne from 1870--1909.
After several meetings the council together with Diocese of Leicester agreed and the
painting was hung and dedicated on September 19 1932 Mr Fradgley -More had commissioned American born artist Ralston SNOW-GIBB (GOOGLE } to produce the work of
art.
The subject has been suggested to have been taken from the work of English artist and
poet ROSSETTI 1828--1882 namely THE BLESSED DAMOZEL also his poem of the same
name GOOGLE The frame designed by SNOW-GIBB is based on Italian frames of the sixteenth century .
D Tyler 2021

On the afternoon of Saturday 18th September, a band of bell ringers will attempt to ring a
FULL PEAL of the Medbourne bells to honour the lives of those who have died during the
COVID lockdown for whom the bells could not toll.
A full peal is a continuous piece of bell ringing of 5040 changes that normally lasts for just
under 3 hours. It is the 'gold standard' of bell ringing. It is a kind of performance that first
happened in Medbourne in 1929, and has only happened here 13 times since.
The ringing is expected to start at 2:15pm and finish at approximately 5:15pm.
All peals rung in the last century or more have been published in the national ringing journal - named 'The Ringing World'. Every one of the peals rung in Medbourne feature in that
publication, and the first two are particularly interesting. They indicate that there were
fewer than five bells in Medbourne until 1768, when they were made into a ring of five.
Subsequently, in 1952 they were augmented to become a set of six. Some of this history is
indicated by the publications of those peals. It is also interesting that the bells were not
rung at all for a considerable time after WW1. When they were, a peal was rung and it was
notably officiated over by one of the most famous ringers Leicestershire has ever bred Ernest Morris.

(Images courtesy of 'The Ringing World')
We hope you can all enjoy this rare performance, while reflecting on the lives we have all
lost in the last 18 months.
Steve Millington Captain, Medbourne Bells

Something in a bottle
by Colin Smith

Surprising things can turn up in bottles, quite apart from ships and Granny’s home-made
embrocation. What Harry Field found in a bottle changed his life.
Harry and his father, Dan, were dairy farmers. It was quite a tedious life of rising early to
milk and feed the cows and clean the milking parlour, then repeating the whole exercise in
the afternoon, every day, Sundays and public holidays year-round without a break. At Glebe
Farm there was the added chore of pasteurising, bottling and delivering milk to retail customers around the village, which made the business just about profitable.
Dan looked after the cows Harry pasteurised the milk, bottled it and did the deliveries,
house to house. Behind the scenes, Mrs Field kept everyone fuelled with nourishing meals,
It was a fair division of labour and they were a happy team, but there was a problem. Harry
had no wife, no son to follow him and share the burden in the future. Being shy and committed to his work, Harry had never explored any of the local love options, and seemed unlikely to do so. He rarely met his customers. Every day he left full bottles on doorsteps and
collected the empties, once a week he popped invoices through letterboxes, and the next
day collected the money, usually left with the empty bottles. It was a family business, but
Harry had no family.
His only direct contact with his customers was through the occasional note stuffed in an
empty bottle. Usually, the message said something like, ‘no milk next week, we are on holiday’, or ‘yesterday’s milk was off’, so he was worried when a note from Jane Ellis, a new customer, said, ‘please knock, I want to see you’. Had she found something in a bottle, which
shouldn’t be there? Had he annoyed her by rattling the bottles early in the morning? It
must be something serious to want to complain face-to-face. Oh well, he might as well get
it over with. Harry tapped tentatively on the door.
It was opened almost immediately by a woman of about his own age, who smiled and invited him in. Although he had little time for social chit-chat, he didn’t want her to air her

grievance in public, so stepped inside. To his surprise she was pleasant and offered him a
coffee.
Her first question surprised him, ‘Why don’t you produce yoghurt and cream and butter.’
Followed by, ‘Why don’t you open a farm shop. The profit margin would be much better.’
To both questions he replied, ‘Because we don’t know anything about it. We’re farmers,
not shopkeepers.’
Her response was equally brief, ‘I studied food science, and I do know. I’m looking for a job.
Why don’t you let me do it for you?’

Gardeners Corner September 2021
By Alistair Peak of PGS
September may be the start of the academic year it’s also seen by many as the start of
the Gardening year. Though you may start to shut the garden down there is still plenty to enjoy with all the Autumnal colours knocking on the door to come but the bedding plants are
still hanging on with summer colour. Ensure you continue to water, feed and dead head
which will prolong their flowering period.
In the vegetable and fruit areas in your garden we are coming to the time of year
when a lot of produce can be harvested. If you have any soft fruit eg Autumn Fruiting Raspberries continue to pick as this encourages them to produce more. As with any fruit or vegetables that you pick for storing keep the firm and ensure that they are blemish free. When
picking apples or pears by giving them a gentle twist if they come off easily, they are ready
for picking if they don’t want to come off, they are not ready to be picked and leave them for
a few more days.
Potatoes are best dug up on a sunny and windy day and left on the soil surface to dry
out for a few hours then stored in a paper/hessian sack but kept in a dark cool location and
off the floor of your garage or shed to prevent them getting damp. Any that you stab with
the tines of your fork can be put to one side and used up immediately.
Dahlias in flower are sure sign that we are moving on in the year you must remember
to dead head. So how can you tell by looking at the flower bud? If it’s rounded it’s about to
open out to flower and if it’s in a cone shape it has finished flowering so will require cutting
off. Also remove the flower stalk.

It may seem a little early but if you have a water feature or pond, cover with netting to
prevent the leaves falling into them, once all the leaves have fallen the netting can then be
removed.
Spring may be six months away but we are just about to come into the main bulb
planting season, if you haven’t already ordered your bulbs it’s time to have a look through
bulb catalogues and order or take a visit your local Nursery or Garden Centre. You may
have always had the same bulbs but don’t be afraid to try something different. Bulbs flower from early January through until May and for a few pounds they will give you lots of enjoyment. It is always worth labelling your containers so that when they flower you can see
if you like them and if you have got the best combination. If you are short of space in your
borders you can always plant bulbs up in plastic pots and plunge them in the border just as
they come into flower and remove them after and put in other tender summer plants. One
word of warning is to cover your bulbs if in pots with fine wire to stop mice or squirrels
getting in for a tasty meal! One of my favourite combinations is Tulip Ballerina and Tulip
Queen of Night. Timings of bulb planting is an important point which you need to consider.
As long as the bulbs are sound and firm when they arrive, keep them in a dark cool area
and they will be ok. The best time to plant your bulbs is when the soil is moist and not too
dry. Narcissi (Daffodils) can be planted any time from the beginning of September, where as
Tulips are best planted in November/December to prevent them getting Tulip Fire Blight as
the soil is cold so restricting the chances of them getting the disease.

Alistair’s Tip: If you grow Camelinas in pots its vital that you must keep them watered
with rainwater through September and October as they are forming their flowering buds,
otherwise the buds will just not open next spring and fall off.
Look out for further details about The Harborough Singers in the October edition of
the Parish Magazine.
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